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A breast lift is a best solution for sagging breasts. During the treatment, the breasts are lifted and
reshaped. With the passage of time, factors such as pregnancy, breastfeeding, weight gain or loss,
affect the womenâ€™s breast. When the skin becomes loose, the breast often looses its shape and
fixedness and tends to sag. Here Breast Lift Seattle offers a good solution. It provides a surgical
treatment to lift and reshape the sagging breasts.

At Seattle Breast implants, the breast lift is combined with the ingression of breast implants as in
most cases, it comes with improved cosmetic results. Breast implants will add firmness and
reshapes the breasts. Women above 18 with large and sagging breasts can take this treatment.

Bellevue Breast Lift consists of several treatments to perform breast lift. The popular treatment
consists of making anchor shaped cut means a cut around the aerola, a cut from downside of nipple
to the lower part of the breast and then an arch shaped cut that follows the natural shape of the
breast. The excessive skin is removed and finally the nipple and areola are lifted up on the breast.

Another, latest technique is the vertical method or known as lollipop method, in which a cut is made
around the aerola and a vertical cut is made from the downside of the nipple to the lower part of the
breast.

In both methods the fundamental principle is same. The advantage of vertical method is that the
horizontal cut isnâ€™t made and therefore the patient will left with one scar less per breast. Generally, it
is assumed that a bigger breast sags more, hence more the scars will be obtained. The hospitals
and clinics often, donâ€™t inform the techniques used. But at Bel-Red Center, Bellevue, youâ€™ll be given
options to make a sensible decision.

Seattle Breast Lift operation is mostly a fast treatment whose recuperation time is also less and
tends to avoid complications which are assumed to be very hard. The clients are allowed to return to
home on the same day of the operation. They become able to restart their regular activities within a
week  or max two.

Complications rise with breast lift treatment

A breast lift treatment is done in 2- 4 hours, varies according to an extent of surgery. However, the
breast lift treatment tends to cause swelling, restlessness, nausea, permanent scars and dry skin on
the breast. The breasts pain for about two weeks. Also there is a risk of lousy healing which can
cause big and ugly scars. Infection can cause the skin falling off. The feeling of nipples is lost
permanently.

The breasts may tend to enlarge for several weeks after the treatment. Therefore, certain physical
activities such as sports, heavy weight lifting etc. should be refrained to avoid such additional
complications. You should wait for the proper recovery of your breasts. Moreover the scar problems
can be lessened by using Dermaroller, a very active gadget that encourages natural collagen and
increases the flexibility of the skin around the scars, enables the body to recover  fast.
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Belredcosmetic - About Author:
For more information visit us at  Seattle Eyelid Surgery  And  Cosmetic Surgeon Seattle .
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